Enjoy Your Future
Proposals for the future of Europe
Young people living in France, with the guidance of JEF France, have written down
these proposals for the future of Europe related to the topics of the project Enjoy
Your Future.
INTEGRATION
Proposal 1: Create a european residence citizenship, which could be asked by non european
citizens whom are living in the EU territory since 10 years which could allow them to have access
to european citizen rights.
Proposal 2: Protect european identities and cultures by respecting their diversity in recognising
regional languages, inclusive identity and by fighting against discrimination
Proposal 3: Make democracy and respect of Rules of law effective criterias of european
membership
Proposal 4: Respecting minorities by granting them political expression rights.

YOUTH
Proposal 1: Having a european common training for the teachers, like for example establish an
obligatory month in a european foreign country to observe and discover other teaching practicies
Proposal 2: Create a european statut for the european foreign language assistant
Proposal 3: Having a well participative democracy in structured dialog by creating ambassadors in
each countries, transforming the consultative process of youth organization in a real binding
proposals
Proposal 4: Establish twinning programs between schools to stimulate the being of partnerships
and corresponding between students and pupils.
Proposal 5: Create a european statut for students and interns, giving them access to rights and
assistance.

WORK
Proposal 1: Create a european statut for Association and trade union
Proposal 2: create a platform and a european network for trade unions and associations to
reinforce the protection and the representation of workers and citizens à the european level
Proposal 3: Delete the restriction of posted workers
Proposal 4: Create a european statut and a european label of Social and solidarity economy, and a
common definition of this concept.
Proposal 5: Create a minimum salary based on purchasing power of european citizens in all
european member states.
Proposal 6: Harmonise taxes on firms at the european level to fight against fiscal dumping
Proposal 7: create an universal income which could substitute minimum allowances (rent,
unemployment benefit)

BORDERS
General reflexion based on borders safeguarding, preserving the freedom of movement, sharing
the responsibility on migration topic between european States, fight against illegal migration,
reforming Dublin III, humanitarian aid.
Proposal 1 : Reforming Frontex to create a real european custom-authority, submitted to a
judiciary and political control
Proposal 2: Transform the Dublin III systems of migrations, based on a solidarity mechanism
Proposal 3: Suppression of the “third safe country” system
Proposal 4: Enlarge the criteria of the protection for refugees (Subsidiary protection) of asylum in
purpose to include the protection linked to climate change, fundamental rights (in general)
guarenteed by the European Court of Human rights
Proposal 5: Create a police authority to ensure the cooperation between national police system
(like a european FBI) and reinforce Europol

Proposal 6 : create a european Agency for the intelligence service dedicated to fight against
terrorism
Proposal 7: Organize a common european Asyl policy as an exclusive european competence.

ORGANISED CRIME
Proposal 1: Reinforce Europol and Eurojust prerogatives in purpose to intensify the european
cooperation between European States and the European Union.
Proposal 2: Create a european Agency of judiciary and police cooperation, compound of Europol
and Eurojust
Proposal 3: Make Europol a preventive organ : sensibilisation campaign organized and a repressive
organ, like a european FBI and a controlling organ of Frontex
Proposal 4: Establish a tax at the european level to fight against parallel economy
Proposal 5: The Agency should fight for the dissolution of mafia organization which should pre listed on blacklist.

